
Ashish Gupta
guptaashish@gmail.com +91 8689868867 Github PortfolioLinkedin

Technical Skills

Frontend HTML5 , CSS3 , Javascript , React.js ,  Next.js , Redux, TypeScript  , TailwindCss , Bootstrap,  Material UI,  Antd  UI

Backend Node.js , Express.js

Database MongoDB

Designing Figma

-
-
-
-

Work Experience

Collate Software Engineer

Building ,  An  project Single Place to Discover, Collaborate and get your Data Right.OpenMetadata open-source

Lead feature planning development for the Frontend section and collaborated with experience developers and design team on  the 
design and code flow.

Boosted user experience quality and efficiency
optimize component

 and performance across the UI, improve code  and perform various method to 
 rendering and improve interactivity 

Collaborated entire company website Next js
better SEO ranking

 with design team and build  using  and perform various SEO method, that help in fast 
data serving and provide .

Aug 2022 - Present
California / Remote

Deuex Solutions Pvt Ltd Software Engineer

Worked with development and design team to create  from scratch, including both  using and 
being in the  for 

HRMS project Frontend and Backend
core member panel feature and release plaining

Gain the  and worked on  simultaneously, contributing in the frontend department.Management trust multiple project

Boosted user experience quality and efficiency
optimize component

 and performance across the UI, improve code  and perform various method to 
 rendering and improve interactivity 

Revamp Company website  Collaborating Next js
performance by 30% better SEO ranking

by  with Design team using  tech-stack and perform various method, that help in 
fast data which increases website  and made best SEO practices that increases .

Jul 2021 - Present
Mumbai / WFO

Education

Master of Science - Computer Application

Tilak Maharashtra Vidyapeeth,Pune
Studying

Jul 2022 - April 2024

Bacehlor of Computer Application

Atharva Institute of Information Technology
CGPA - 7.48

Jul 2017 - April 2020

Personal Projects

Gym Managerment

Building for maintaining client and organizes your business end-to-end, attracts new clients, and grows 
your revenue 

Gym Management HRMS 

Implemented secure user authentication with  for password hashing to safeguard user data and added 
 for various language.

JWT multi-language 
support

Future Implementation :  SSO support, Charts for data presentation, Payment Gateway for membership payment, Unit test Cases.

Used  for state management, React-Router-DOM for easy navigation across application routes.Context-API

Boosting the user experience and  of web applications by implementing 
 components to optimize rendering and .

performance Lazy Loading, debouncing, Memoization, and 
Suspense improve interactivity

Tech Stack :  React js, Typescript, Less, Node js, Express js, MonogoDB, JSON Web Tokens(JWT), Multi-Language Support

Project LinkFullStack

Project LinkPortfolio Website Frontend

Ensured a  interface, with a focus on .responsive and user-friendly mobile compatibility

Optimized  with Next.js and ensured code reliability with .performance TypeScript

Build a portfolio website for myself using Next js where as the  are from multiple design available on Dribble.design inspiration

Tech Stack :  Next js, Typescript, Css, Particles js.

Project LinkOpenMetadata OpenSource Project 

Working on the UI side, made a contribution for more than  and  reported. 350+ PR 40+ issue

Boosted user experience quality and efficiency
optimize component

 and performance across the UI, improve code  and perform various method to 
 rendering and improve interactivity 

https://github.com/Ashish8689
https://github.com/Ashish8689
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ashish-gupta8689/
https://github.com/Ashish8689/GymManagement-2.0
https://ashishgupta.me/
https://github.com/open-metadata/OpenMetadata

